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Part 5: Heres Your Chance as a Nice Guy to BEAT the Jerks at their Own Game. Discover the Sexual

Triggers that Make Beautiful Women Irresistibly and Instantly Attracted to YOURegardless of Your Looks

Age or Income. Running Time: 1 Hour, Plus Free Bonus 15 MP3 Songs in this album (76:17) ! Related

styles: SPOKEN WORD: Audiobook, SPOKEN WORD: Educational Details:

************************************** Part 5 Approx. Running Time 60 Minutes

************************************** Finally Revealed Who Else Wants to Easily and Effortlessly Achieve

Instant Power, Respect, Priority, Success and Choice With the Women YOU Desire, Regardless of Past

Failures or Current Frustrations? As seen on: National Television Talk shows such as Montel Williams,

Sally Jesse and hundreds of radio and satellite shows around the world. Dear Friend, Lets face it... No

guy wants to be a Jerk... But they wouldnt mind getting some of the benefits that Jerks seem to have had

a monopoly on! ************************************************* *************************************************

Let me ask you 1) Does it bother you that your woman dressed SEXIER for her ex-boyfriends than she's

EVER dressed for you? 2) Do you wonder why she has sex with you 2-3 times a month or 2-3 times a

year and she had sex with her ex-boyfriends 2-3 a week or even 2-3 times a day?!

************************************************* ************************************************* I had no idea that

I was missing all of the Instant Attraction Triggers or Sexual Triggers that women find irresistible and cant

help but fall in love with --even if they deny it! But I did know that I was getting sick and tired of being Just

Friends with women Or worse being the Nice Guy consolation prize that women have to settle for. So I

decided to figure out a way to have the social game work in my favor-- But I wanted to do accomplish this:

-WITHOUT being known as a Jerk, -WITHOUT hurting women and -WITHOUT sacrificing my values just

to get a woman to like me. So regardless if you want to start having MORE FUN with MORE WOMEN

...or find and attract that ONE SPECIAL WOMAN for the LONG TERM And what that means to you is that

this program can give you: -CONFIDENCE and CERTAINTY around women -SECURITY for your social

future -VARIETY and FUN that will keep you young -LOVE and a SPECIAL CONNECTION with women

-IMPORTANCE and SIGNIFICANCE in womens lives -A true sense of FULFILLMENT and PEACE OF
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MIND in your life by growing into the person you know you deserve to be.

***************************************** This program is a "steal of a deal" compared to: -The REJECTION of

hearing Lets just be friends and I love you like a brother -The DISAPPOINTMENT of joining a dating

service that will charge you around $2,000 for 10 dates and wont guarantee any results. -The

FRUSTRATION of sitting on her waiting list and being treated like a consolation prize because her other

plans didnt work out tonight. -The Ego crushing feeling that the woman always has the upper hand in your

relationship for the rest of your life. -Getting walked on by women and keep feeling that her wish is your

command. -Uncomfortable relationship counseling with Love Doctors 10 sessions for $1,500+ -An

embarrassing and humiliating divorce that will cost you for years to come -My $375 an hour for 1 on 1

personal coaching "Nothing is more expensive than a missed opportunity." -- H. Jackson Brown, Author

********************************** Written by F.J. Shark Read by the entertaining voice talent of Geoffrey

Berwendt  (P) MMVIII Thunder World Promotions, Inc., F.J. Shark Enterprises and F.J. Shark All Rights

Reserved. Unauthorized duplication is punishable under Federal Law. CONTENT DISCLAIMER: THE

INFORMATION SHARED IS FOR YOUR OWN ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT

ANY FORM OF ADVICE. ********************************** Just remember what Tony Robbins said: "In Your

Moments of Decision, Your Destiny is Shaped." ...So dont live in REGRET someday, just because you

didnt take action and follow through now.
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